
DON’T 
SIT ON THE 
BENCH!



Soccerex was founded following the late Duncan Revie’s attendance to a networking event for the music industry. The realisation that despite its increasing size and impressive growth potential, nothing similar existed for 
the business of football led him to utilise his footballing background and extensive hospitality experience, gained from years accompanying his father Don Revie and years of running major corporate events respectively, 
to stage the first Soccerex at Wembley Stadium in 1996. 

From left to right: Duncan Revie -  Soccerex CEO, 
Tony Martin - Soccerex Chairman, Bryan Robson, 
Carlos Alberto Torres, John Barnes, Kolo Toure

THE SOCCEREX 
STORY

After a second edition at the home of Football in 1997, the event moved around the world, first to Paris’ 
newly opened World Cup final stadium in the Spring of 1998, then alongside the Women’s World Cup in 
Los Angeles in 1999 at the suggestion of FIFA, before returning to Manchester for the millenium. 

2001 saw the first Soccerex event hosted in Dubai, becoming a key part of promoting the emirate to the 
football, business and media worlds that have helped to propel it up international league tables. The 
UAE was home to the flagship event until 2006 when the event went to the future World Cup host nation 
of South Africa where it stayed for three years before moving on to Brazil until the 2014 World Cup, then 
returned to Manchester in September 2014. 

Alongside this, a number of sub events were brought into being, with forums, seminars and roadshows 
beginning in 2005 allowing Soccerex to reach more football executives around the world at various times 
of the year and bring expertise and opportunity to the area. 

Aside from events, Soccerex has also created an industry intelligence suite - SoccerexPro - containing a 
quarterly magazine, weekly blog and daily news e-shot supported by social media channels.

So now in our 20th anniversary year, the company has grown into a multi-event and multi-product 
provider which has international experience of holding events and assisting clients from all corners of the 
globe. 

Every Soccerex product and event is based upon the same principles as they always have been; to 
provide the best networking and business opportunities possible to all those involved. 

THAT’S WHAT MAKES SOCCEREX THE GLOBAL LEADER FOR THE 
BUSINESS OF FOOTBALL.
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Over the past two decades, Soccerex has had the opportunity to be hosted on five 
continents in multiple countries and cities.

In that time we have run our events before, during and after World Cups in 
countries such as Brazil, South Africa, France and the USA, in international hubs 
such as London and Singapore, a club capital in Manchester, in rapidly growing 
lands of opportunity such as the UAE and Nigeria, and also in tourism gems such 
as Barbados and The Dead Sea. 

During this journey we have built up an unrivalled global network in the global 
game and an expertise in event management unconstrained by location. 

And throughout, wherever in the world we have been, we have always stuck to our 
goal of providing the best networking platforms for the industry.

THE SOCCEREX 
JOURNEY

LOS ANgELES  
1999



Umberto Gandini //
Organising Director, 

AC Milan

Martin Glenn //
CEO, The FA

Lord Coe //
Chairman, British 

Olympic Association

Dan Jones //
Lead Partner, 

Deloitte

Hassan Al-Thawadi //
General Secretary, 

Supreme Committee 
Qatar 2022

Gianni Infantino //
President, FIFA

ACCESS TO EXCHANGE KNOWLEDGE, 
IDEAS AND BUSINESS CARDS 
WITH THE MOST INFLUENTIAL 
PEOPLE IN FOOTBALL

BUSINESS LEADERS AMBASSADORS & LEGENDS
Soccerex consistently gathers industry leaders to all of its events, providing you with a large range of potential business 
targets, so whether networking in the dedicated VIP Lounge, or at one of the many evening social events, you’ll never be far 
from your next potential deal. 

Soccerex happily counts legends of football from over the years and across the globe - from past World Cup Winners and 
European Champions to the stars of contemporary football and its future - as ambassadors and friends of the company. As 
a Partner you can gain access to these stars in a direct and personal way, both at event and throughout the year.

60%
SUPPLIERS

40%
BUYERS

David Dein //
Formerly of Arsenal 

FC & The FA

Samar Nassar //
CEO, U17 Womens 

World Cup 2016 LOC

Don Garber //
Commissioner, 

MLS

Javier Tebas //
President, LaLiga

Robert Bridge //
VP International 

Marketing, Yahoo!

John Barnes //
Liverpool & 

England

Neymar //
PSG & 
Brazil

Lucas Moura //
Tottenham & 

Brazil

Ronaldo //
Real Madrid, 

Barcelona & Brazil

Michael Owen //
Liverpool 
& England

Eniola Aluko //
Chelsea 

& England

Barney Francis //
MD, Sky Sports

Bryan Robson //
Manchester United 

& England

Sir Bobby Charlton //
Manchester United 

& England

Ruud Gullit //
AC Milan  

& Netherlands

Rio Ferdinand //
Manchester United 

& England

Lucas Radebe //
Leeds United 
& South Africa

Ossie Ardiles //
Tottenham & 

Argentina



THE SOCCEREX 
FORMULA
At Soccerex we understand that the key to the success of the event - as an industry platform and in providing a positive impression of the location - is the quality of opportunity available and their execution. We break down 
the event into three key areas - insight, network and social - which in turn contain a number of sub sections. Each of the elements of the event can be included into one or a combination of these areas and it is this formula, and 
its flexibility to deliver rounded solutions which make Soccerex such a unique and successful offering.  

The central pillar of a business event such as Soccerex is the 
opportunity to network, form new relationship, strengthen 
existing ones and conduct business deals. We stand by the 
effectiveness - both in terms of time and money - of face to 
face meetings when the right people are brought together, 
which is why we have worked for many years on building our 
network of senior decision makers from all areas of the 
industry. By also adding structured networking sessions such 
as SoccerMatch, central Networking hubs such as the Cafe, 
pre and post event online assistants such as the Networking 
Tool and a ‘C-Suite’ focused networking platform in the VIP 
Lounge we have stuck by our commitment and belief in the 
power of being able to connect directly with your current and 
future business partners. Teamed up with our exhibition which 
for two decades has showcased cutting edge developments 
from across the globe, attendees are never short of 

opportunities for business development.

In a constantly and rapidly evolving ecosystem, 
football and sports executives need to be up to 
date with developments in their field - and preferably 
ahead of the competition. To enable our attendees 
to learn and to spread key best practice, market 
intelligence and thought leadership, we construct a 
Conference Programme for each event tailored to 
the audience, bringing together industry leaders 
and visionaries providing an unrivalled experience. 
Depending on the level of the event, a number of 
presentation and keynote platforms are provided 
for the speakers in attendance including a full 
production Studio and an Academy for ‘how-to’ 
presentations. 

Following an intense day of networking and 
learning, the chance to unwind is always a welcome 
respite. At Soccerex we offer a number of such 
breaks and transform them into further business 
opportunities, from a VIP Dinner held the night 
before the event kicks off for the speakers and 
most senior delegations to the Happy Hours held 
at the end of the event day, Networking Evenings 
and a dedicated after-hours bar in the HQ hotel. 
Years of experience have taught us that these 
occasions are often the most valuable, providing 
moments to connect with fellow industry 
stakeholders in a more relaxed and informal setting

to conclude business. 



Soccerex Partners have unparalleled branding opportunities at the event, maximising the impact of your 
brand to the thousands of top industry executives present and also to the millions of viewers who catch 
coverage of the stories breaking live or the Soccerex Documentary which is broadast worldwide.  

VISIBILITY AT EVENT PUTS 
YOUR BRAND FRONT 
OF MIND FOR ALL 
ATTENDEES

Soccerex reserves the most prominent positions throughout the event for those 
companies included within its partnership structure, affording them the increased 
exposure through inclusion on key areas such as the venue entrance, all of the media 
backdrops used in the conference and for personal interviews of the VIPs, on the event 
loop tapes shown for the duration of the event, marketing collateral and much more.

These inclusions guarantee visibility for your marque with any of the people who you 
may meet whilst attending the event, meaning that you can spend valuable event time 
networking and doing business.

This event visibility carries on via the capture of the event branding that is 
subsequently transmitted around the world as the background of interviews, 
presentations and panels from the event. As the examples on this page show, there is 
never a shortage of newsworthy opportunities at the event and all eyes are on the key 

players and their surroundings, including the logos 
of our Event Partners. 



Soccerex  never fails to deliver on top speakers, and  when combined with the thought leading conference programme this 
guarantees newsworthy content. This leads the top  sports and business networks to broadcast live from our events throughout 
the day , in addition to interviews and special content pieces organised by our PR agencies to increase coverage further. 

Following our events we also produce a post-event documentary  which is distributed by Boulder Creek International to networks 
around the world continuing the promotion of the destination beyond the event days themselves. 

The logos below are indicative of the channels and networks which will provide coverage for a Soccerex event.

BROADCAST

pRINT & ONLINE
With the same draw as the TV broadcasters, Soccerex also attracts print and online news channels. Through a 
combination of planned advertising and editorial in partner publications and coverage of the event activities and 
breaking news by tabloids & broadsheets we have provide in excess of 2,000 column centimetres for each 
edition of the Global Convention in the host country alone. The recent European Forums had media coverage 
valued at over £400,000, with the 2014 Global Convention having an AVE of more than £5 million.

That these features now also migrate onto the online versions of these publications, this provides a lasting 
opportunity for coverage and also increases the ability for monitoring. 

Soccerex also maintains a presence on all of the premier social media platforms including LinkedIn, facebook 
and Twitter, affording chances to give exposure to your brand throughout the year as well as on the event days. 

Banner and skyscraper advertising on the websites and email newsletters of our media partners also give greater 
coverage and views to your brand and destination outside of the live show days. 

GLOBAL MEDIA 
COVERAGE
The unique blend of decision makers of world football that Soccerex events gather always draws 
international media coverage. Through planned and spontaneous opportunities, via broadcast, print and 
online your destination and brand will be promoted across the world.



In our journies around the world we have built up a significant databse of contacts from all corners of the footballing globe and 
fully utilise all available technologies to stay in touch with these stakeholders. 

Soccerex.com is host to key information for all events, along with being the chief repository for all event news releases and the 
SoccerexPro market intelligence suite which guarantees a strong and steady stream of unique visitors, assisting in increasing the 
exposure of host city partners.  

Our monthly newsletters and sector specific email communications are released to a database of approximately 30,000 top 
industry executives, again containing key event information alongside market editorial, sector specific where the communication is 
relevant, which again provides another opportunity for exposure of the host partner marque. 

The most recent addition to the Soccerex stable, but also a rapidly growing medium, we maintain a presence on key SM channels 
including Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook and Instagram for the promotion of our buiness to business and also business to consumer 
properties. 

EMAIL, WEB & SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCCEREXpRO
SoccerexPro is our industry intelligence suite, which comprises of a daily news e-shot, a weekly industry blog 
focusing on a specific sector written by a key stakeholder and a quarterly magazine available in both print and 
digital formats. 

Produced as a joint venture with SportsPro Media and joint editorial control the properties cover both Soccerex 
announcements and events as well as the wider industry. The properties now have a reach in excess of 10,000 
industry professionals directly, and a much wider reach due to the traction it has gained in the market and is 
often quoted as a source by news outlets around the world. 

SoccerexPro also has language and region specific partners who syndicate the content such as Fox Sports in 
North America and Kooora, the largest Arabic language sports portal in the world. Through this expanding 
network the SoccerexPro name and editorial content can reach a larger and more varied audience and continue 
the growth of the readership.

SOCCEREX MEDIA 
CHANNELS
In addition to the global media coverage specified on the previous page, Soccerex has developed its 
own communications channels for talking to the football business world. 



 I think it is a very 
good platform for 
business and just the 
football industry 
generally.  
David Gill // Former Chief Executive, Manchester United 

 It’s an easy synergy 
to achieve between our 

two organisations, 
based on the expertise 
of Soccerex, providing 

key events.  
Hicham El Amrani // Former General Secretary, CAF



Soccerex is the business 
hub of the global football 
community, by partnering 
with Soccerex you can 
leverage this hub to its full 
potential for your company.

Don’t be left on the bench... 
contact us today to become a 

star player in the game.
All interested parties should contact  

Lee Garratty,  Commercial Director on:

T: +44 (0) 208 987 5545
E: lee@soccerex.com

...when can we 
talk about you taking 

your place at the 
heart of the world’s 

most popular sport?

If Soccerex is 
the place where 
the global football 
industry meets...


